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ABSTRACT: This paper took the Chengdu-Chongqing expressway as research background, and analyzed the traffic
characteristics of Close-end Roads by applying DSRC-OD study method and Gray modeling theory, in the end, this
paper got a OD prediction on urban freight of Close-end Roads, that is the Chengdu-Chongqing expressway OD
prediction table in vehicle type in next few years and the data also showed that with the improvement of logistics
operation the logistics structure is more reasonable in Chengdu-Chongqing region.
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RESEARCH LITERATURE

Origin–destination (OD) flows are a fundamental object of interest in the study of urban transportation networks [1].
In principle, these are the steady-state flow of traffic1 between any pair of traffic intersections. In practice, one
instead considers the steady-state flow of traffic between any pair of traffic analysis zones (henceforth simply zones).
A zone represents an aggregation of intersections in the underlying network, and offers conceptually and
computationally simpler modeling.

Spatial OD demand covariance refers to the correlation (or dependency to some extent) of the OD demands during
the same hourly periods between different OD pairs in a spatial manner [2]. Secondly, temporal OD demand
covariance represents the correlation of the OD demands for the same OD pair between different time periods (e.g.
8:00 am–9:00 am and 9:00 am–10:00 am). Thirdly, the vehicle class OD demand covariance relates to the statistical
dependency of traffic demand between different vehicle classes of the same OD pair. These three categories of OD
demand covariance simultaneously exist and contribute to the randomness of OD demand in reality. However, in
order to facilitate the essential ideas on correlations between OD demands by vehicle class, In road transportation
networks, the covariance of OD demands should not be ignored particularly for OD demand estimation from traffic
counts. The ignorance of the correlation between random variables may lead to very different output of the models
[3]. For example, Waller et al. [4] found that the correlation level of OD demands plays a major role in determining
the degree of error in relation to the expected total network travel time. Zhao and K.M [5] discussed the propagation
of errors through the four-step traffic demand forecasting model. They stated that neglecting the correlation of data
(e.g., OD demands) would ultimately reduce the reliability of the traffic forecasts, and in turn affect the
policy-making and infrastructure decisions. Waller, S.T. et al. [6] found that the assumption of independent demands
when correlations do in fact exist could lead to errors in the estimation of system performance and result in poor
policy decisions; for instance, building highways may not be able to meet a higher-than-expected demand. Lam,
W.H.K, et al. [7] found that the spatial covariance has significant impact of network performance evaluation. In
view of the above studies, it is shown that the correlation between OD demands should not be overlooked. This has
a great effect on OD demand estimation problem particularly with the use of traffic counts.

YIM YB [8] estimated the speed of vehicle by GPS data and loop coil. By comparing, the GPS data and loop coil
had the same result. The study verified the feasibility of vehicle running state by GPS data and presented the
evidence for OD investigation based on GPS data. Calabrese F, Di Lorenzo G and Liu L [9]proposed to investigate
the OD data by mobile positioning system and inferred the OD matrix of staff travel by input-output model. By
mobile phone positioning system researching and the summary analysis of wireless location technology, Castillo E
[10]had studied the possibility and method of mobile location technology on vehicle speed estimation, processed the
mobile data of wireless network by kalman filter method, then estimated the traffic state. On OD matrix back
stepping technology, many foreign scholars have been studying how to calculate the OD matrix from road traffic
volume. The Principle of maximum entropy method [11], Bayesian estimation method [12],Generalized least square
method [13] and Maximum likelihood estimation model [14] have provided the theoretical basis for OD matrix back
stepping.
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From the above research, we can find that information technology and positioning technology have been concerned
about. Whether it is mobile phone positioning or GPS positioning, it often by calculating the location of the car,
speed and real-time travel conditions. To some extent, it is difficult to calculate. Although the OD matrix back
stepping technology can rely on Trans CAD and other software to predict and calculate, but it has a high
requirement on initial value. More importantly, getting the original data is difficult and the calculation accuracy can
not be guarantee. According to the characteristics of Close-end Roads and combining with the related research on
OD investigation method, this paper puts forward the DSRC-OD investigation method which based on Close-end
Roads.

THE TECHNICAL PRINCIPLE AND OPERATION WAY OF DSRC

DSRC-OD is a investigation method which based on the management and toll characteristics of close-end roads.
Especially, by ITS technology and information management technology, DSRC can be as the data acquisition
terminal and the information data processing platform. On the basis of the generated OD, it can predicts the demand
of OD by the model of grey prediction.

DSRC is the abbreviation of Dedicated Short Range Communications[17-19], which is a efficient wireless
communication technology, can has a recognition and bidirectional communication on the moving targets
under high-speed motion in specific small area. Moreover, it supports the real-time transmission of images,
voice and data information, can connects the vehicles and roads effectively.

DSRC-OD investigation method can be divided into four steps: the design of investigation technology, the
investigation, data integration, further study. The passageway of close-end roads is often set as the data collection
points, which we called single measuring point. The DSRC system is set at the passageway of close-end roads to
collect data.

In terms of single measuring point, we can get the vehicle information and generate the technical route of single
measuring point OD: when vehicles enter the investigation point, that is the entrance of close-end road. Then DSRC
system can get the information of vehicles, transforming the information into virtual signal and be stored in
investigation system. According to the calculation steps to calculate the data, which are stored. when vehicles leave
the exit, the DSRC system can generates the OD of the vehicles. By integrating several investigation points, we can
get the OD table.

O€D GENERATION

The generation of OD single measuring point

The Close-end road means that ban pedestrians and non-motor vehicles from walking on the road, it adopts
grade-separated junction, overpass or tunnel with other roads. The typical Close-end roads are expressway, bridge,
tunnel, interchange and other types of roads. According to the mentioned above, when the vehicle left the Close-end
road, we can get information about the vehicle is driven out of the Close-end road exit from the comprehensive
entrance investigation spot.

Among them:

Average speed v =(section length) s /(exit region time) t2-（into region time）t1

(dead weight capacity)m=(Actual weight)m2-(Vehicle weight)m1

(the charge of the weight)

or: (dead weight capacity)m=(vehicle Load Weight)m×(The average real load rate)σ

(the charge of the models)

The calculated of transportation volume is the charge of the models and the weight.

Technical process of DSRC-OD research method

http://dict.youdao.com/w/actual/
http://dict.youdao.com/w/weight/
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DSRC-OD research method used in Sichuan Expressway freight research. Firstly, you need to analyze the
investigation target-Sichuan Expressway. Secondly, do traffic zone's delimitation and select investigation sites, then
to carry out the investigation. According to the investigation results prediction and provide the basis for the practical
application of decisions. Specific process as shown below:

Investigation target

(Chengdu-Chongqing expressway freight)

Investigation points selectionTraffic zone division

Carry out investigation

Models buildingGenerate the OD Investigation

Forecasting

Accuracy testGenerate OD predicted tables

Applying

Figure 1. The technical process of DSRC-OD application.

The implementation of DSRC-OD investigation

Hailuogou

Chengdu

Chongqing

1
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Figure 2. The expressways distribution map from Chengdu to Chongqing.

In picture 2, the serial number of cities can be listed as follows:

1:Yaan city 2:Leshan city 3:Yibin city 4:Luzhou city 5:Ziyang city 6:Zizhong county 7:Nejiang city
8:Yongchuan district 9:Jianyang city 10:Lezhi county 11:Anyue county 12:Dazu district13:Mianyang city
14:Suining city 15:Tongliang district 16:Nanchong city 17:Wusheng county 18:Hechuan district 19:Guangan
city 20:Linshui county

(1) division of traffic zones

In this investigation, dividing the traffic zone according to administrative regions , provision Chongqing as O point,
Chengdu as D point. From picture 2, the collection of the starting point O is Jiulongpo, Yongchuan, Dazu, Hechuan.
Endpoint D is Yurong , the end point of Chengdu-Chongqing high-speed in Chongqing.

(2) selection of investigation point

Selection of investigation point based on the division of traffic zone above, select DSRC-OD investigation point
mainly choose expressway entrance, it can reducing the workload greatly. The investigation point are the entrance of
Chengdu-Chongqing high-speed in Chongqing G17, the entrance of Chengdu-Chongqing high-speed in Yongchuan,
the entrance of Chengdu-Chongqing high-speed in Dazu, the entrance of Chengdu-Chongqing high-speed in
Hechuan and the toll station of Yurong.

(3) results of investigation

Through the investigation of the entrance and exit of Chengdu-Chongqing high-speed, include G85 entrance, the
entrance of Chengdu-Chongqing high-speed in Yongchuan, the entrance of Chengdu-Chongqing high-speed in Dazu,
the entrance of Chengdu-Chongqing high-speed in Hechuan, the exit is the toll station of Yurong. Because of the
Chengdu-Chongqing high-speed in Hechuan not yet opened. The results can be shown in table 1.

Table 1. The expressway OD statistics from Chongqing to Chengdu.

The statistics of freight cars traffic Unit: vehicles

Time
Vehicle

type

Jiulongpo

to

Yurong

Yongchuan

to

Yurong

Dazu

to

Yurong

Hechuan

to

Yurong

Tongliang

to

Yurong

2013

1 33017 10196 34956 0 29

2 44955 8953 33274 0 13

3 27324 4336 9432 0 8

4 46154 26618 45262 0 22

5 50100 8849 14764 0 51

Total 201550 58952 137688 0 123

2012

1 36738 10731 35123 0 44

2 50723 9588 35013 0 23

3 32387 4622 9997 0 18
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4 54060 22283 35273 0 14

5 39755 6709 5281 0 52

Total 213663 53933 120687 0 151

2011

1 35896 10625 37351 0 67

2 52695 10781 37989 0 29

3 38930 5825 13964 0 15

4 64831 20791 33991 0 32

5 31324 4316 4371 0 35

Total 223676 52338 127666 0 178

2010

1 41022 10479 34834 0 51

2 71106 11001 43322 0 47

3 55159 5130 16812 0 22

4 62710 13569 25840 0 29

5 23301 2406 3194 0 27

Total 253298 42585 124002 0 176

(Data source: The expressway OD traffic data of Chongqing-Chengdu in 2014)

From Chongqing to Chengdu, the charging ways of expressway are charging by vehicle type and vehicle weight The
classification of vehicle type can shown in table 2.

Table 2. The classification of vehicle types.

Passenger cars freight cars

The first class ≤9 seats ≤2t

The second class 10 seats～25 seats（including 25） 2t～5t（including 5t）

The third class 26 seats～50 seats （including 50） 5t～10t（including 10t）

The fourth class >50 seats 10t～20t（including 20t）

The fifth class — >20t

From table 2 we can get the traffic statistics of vehicle type 1 and generate the OD as shown in table 3.

Table 3. The traffic statistics of vehicle type 1 from Chongqing to Chengdu.

Time

Vehicle

type

G85Jiulongpo

To

Yongchuan

to

Dazu

To

Hechuan

To

Tongliang

To

Yurong Yurong Yurong Yurong Yurong
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2010 1 41022 10479 34834 0 51

2011 1 35896 10625 37351 0 67

2012 1 36738 10731 35123 0 44

2013 1 33017 10196 34956 0 29

THE GREY PREDICTION MODEL

The model of grey prediction

With the preprocessing of raw sequences the grey system theory could seek the internal law from the disorder. GM

(1, 1) is the most common grey prediction model, and assumes the raw time sequences as  0X .

 0X = {  0
1X ,  0

2X ,  0
3X ···  0

nX },  0
iX 》0

Owing to the irregularity of the above sequence, we accumulate the raw sequence to get a new one
 1X to reduce

the impact of bad data. And
 1
tX =  1

t-1X +  0
tX ,

 1X = {  1
1X ,  1

2X ,  1
3X ···  1

nX }

Among them,

 1
tX =

t

1
  i
i
X


 （0）, i, t=1,2,3,4,5····

We can consider the new sequence matching the first order linear differential equation:

 
 

1
1+a

t
d
d
X X u

Among the differential equation, ’a’ is the developing parameters of the model which reflects the developing
tendency between the sequences:

 1X ,
 0X

And ‘u’ is the coordinate coefficient which reflects the change of data.

The solution of parameter ‘a’ could use the least square method: â = a u T（ ， ）:

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e4%b8%80%e9%98%b6%e7%ba%bf%e6%80%a7%e5%be%ae%e5%88%86%e6%96%b9%e7%a8%8b&tjType=sentence&style=&t=first+order+linear+differential+equation
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1ˆ= T Ta Y（B B B）

Among them,
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And then we input the value of ‘a’ and ’u’ into the differential equation, and gain the detailed solutions:

 1 k 1ˆ =+X（ ）   a0 ku/a e u/aX    （1）-

For we have accumulate the sequence  0X before, we should regress the equation and then get the final grey

prediction model of raw sequence  0X :

 0 k 1ˆ =+X （ ）  1ˆ k+1X（ ）-  1ˆ kX（ ）, 1,2,3......k 

The calculation of residual and relative error

We could calculate out the  1ˆ iX（）and regress the  0ˆ iX （ ） according to grey prediction model. With the

absolute error and relative error of the prediction data  0ˆ iX （ ） and the raw  0 ( )X i we can observe the

prediction accuracy of grey prediction model. Assuming the absolute error as  0 ( )i and the relative error

as ( )i ;

     0 0 0ˆi = | |( )X i X i （）（ ）

 

 

0

0

i( ) 100
( )X

i
i

  
（ ）

％

Through calculation we have already gained the divided vehicle type OD table from Chongqing expressway
entrances (O) to Chengdu Yurong (D) which provide better basis to make transport decisions.

And then we take the Jiulongpo entrance of vehicle type 1 as an example to make predictions.
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establish the raw time sequence  0X :  0 41022 35896 36738 33017{ }X  ， ， ， ;

accumulate once to get  1X :  1 41022 76918 11365{ 6 }146673X  ， ， ， ;

the new sequence  1X basically matches first order linear differential equation:

 
 

1
1+a =u

t
d
d
X X

And then solve the equation and get â = a u T（ ， ）:

1ˆ= T Ta Y（B B B）

Among â ,
58970
95287

1301

1
1

5 164.
B

 
   
 
  ,

35896
36738
33017

NY
 
   
 
 

Finally we get 0.040001a  , and 39009.391099b 

the corresponding time function:

(1) (0)ˆ( 1) ( 1) [ (1) / ] /akX k X k X u a e u a     

next the prediction sequence:

(0) 41022 36630.94 35194.58 33814.54 32488.62 31214.69 29990.ˆ 71x （ ， ， ， ， ， ， ）

last the accuracy test:

The above value should be tested by accuracy, and the results are shown in the

following table:

Table 4. The results table of accuracy tests.

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013

Initial value 41022 35896 36738 33017

Prediction value 41022 36630.94 35194.58 33814.54

Relative error rate — 0.0205 0.042 0.0242

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e4%b8%80%e9%98%b6%e7%ba%bf%e6%80%a7%e5%be%ae%e5%88%86%e6%96%b9%e7%a8%8b&tjType=sentence&style=&t=first+order+linear+differential+equation
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Average error rate 0.0289

From the above table, the average relative error rate is 2.89% which is low enough to meet the prediction accuracy
need.

The prediction result

Owing to MATLAB software we can use the GM (1, 1) model to predict basing on the divided vehicle type OD
table of the expressway from Chongqing to Chengdu. And the results show in the following table 5.

Table 5. 2014-2016 the vehicle type OD prediction results of expressway.

Year Vehicle
Type

Entrance Jiulongpo Entrance Yongchuan Entrance Dazu Entrance Hechuan Entrance Tongliang

Exit Yurong Exit Yurong Exit Yurong Exit Yurong Exit Yurong

2014

1 32488.62 10099.45 33455.95 - 19.17

2 42279.44 8063.9 20840.98 - 10.2

3 22775.29 3574.14 3574.14 - 8.69

4 38642.42 29780.12 51289.71 - 12.81

5 62849.1 20484.27 20467.65 - 63.06

2015

1 31214.69 9897.6 32345.32 - 12.68

2 39137.56 7337.93 18407.29 - 7.16

3 19073.88 3059.18 3059.18 - 6.99

4 32574.73 33841.37 59775.65 - 9.8

5 79355.79 22066.92 23709.26 - 74.203

2016

1 29990.71 9699.79 31271.56 - 8.39

2 36229.16 6677.32 16257.8 - 5.02

3 15974.02 2618.42 2618.416 - 5.61

4 27459.8 38456.46 69665.6 - 7.49

5 100197.8 23771.84 23709.26 - 87.32

From the table 5, we can find that the quantities of vehicle type 1, 2 and 3 are generally decreasing, and vehicle type
4, 5 are increasing by a larger margin. As the economy develops, the growth of freight demands more transportation.
The type 4 and 5 provide an economical and efficient transportation media with greater load capacity. These data
also reflect that the logistics operation of Cheng-Yu area is improving steadily and the logistics structure more
optimized.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STUDIES

This paper took the Chengdu-Chongqing expressway as research background, and analyzed the traffic
characteristics of Close-end Roads by applying DSRC-OD study method and Gray modeling theory, in the end, this
paper got a OD prediction on urban freight of Close-end Roads, that is the Chengdu-Chongqing expressway OD
prediction table in vehicle type in next few years and the data also showed that with the improvement of logistics
operation the logistics structure is more reasonable in Chengdu-Chongqing region.
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